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Visit www.mycaf.com for additional product 
information, SDS, training materials, product 
videos and more.
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What makes FRIGO® different than 
other anti-freeze solutions?

Safety - FRIGO solution is safe for personnel 
handling; ethanol based formulation is 
non-poisonous and more environmentally 
friendly.

System - With FRIGO you “use only what 
you need”. FRIGO comes with optional 
custom thermometer to direct mixing to use 
only what’s needed. Simple.

Savings - FRIGO saves $$$ money because 
you can adjust the amount or freeze 
protection to the daily temperature each 
time you mix. FRIGO system approach saves 
money because you use the right amount, 
every time.

How much FRIGO do I need to add to 
prevent freezing?
Use FRIGO thermometer and mixing 
instructions for various temperatures. 
Remember to mix solution for the lowest 
expected temperature. A copy of FRIGO’s 
cleaning instructions and mixing 
instructions can be found online at 
www.mycaf.com.

How is FRIGO a safer and greener 
alternative for windshield wash solution?
Unlike traditional methonol-based winter 
solutions that are required to be labeled as 
poisonous, FRIGO is ethanol based and 
safer to use. FRIGO is also a USA-grown 
renewable resource and supports a key 
LEED® principle for environmentally 
friendly operations by allowing users to 
“Use only what you need.”

What products does FRIGO work with?
FRIGO is specifically designed to work with 
AERIS™ and ORUS® ultra concentrate 
glass window cleaners and OTIS super 
concentrate surface cleaner. Additionally, 
FRIGO can be added to other waterbased 
cleaners and solutions to reduce the 
freezing point. Note: Review product SDS for 
all products to be mixed to insure that the 
products are non-reactive.

What are the safety procedures for using 
this product?
Please read the SDS prior to use. Even 
though FRIGO has been tested to be a safe 
cleaning solution, it is recommended that 
you wash your hands immediately after 
using the product. Use and  store FRIGO 
outside in a well ventilated area and away 
from ignition sources.

How do I reorder FRIGO?
Ordering CAF products is easy! FRIGO can 
be ordered by calling (425) 433-8277 or 
TOLL FREE (888) 737-0025, by fax
(888) 894-4111.
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